
Best Practice
Site Maintenance and Housekeeping. Cleaning

 Cameras that are activated 
excessively due to insects, 
spiders or cobwebs require 
cleaning to remove the 
problem. An engineer 
should carry out cleaning 
every six months as part 
of the maintenance visit, 
but this may need to be 
supplemented at other 
intervals to prevent a build-up 
of detritus in between.

 If insects/cobwebs obscure 
the camera lens, this 
can adversely affect the 
performance of the CCTV 
system; therefore, cameras 
should be sprayed regularly 
with a spider deterrent such 
as SpiderEX.

Flags and bunting
  These can cause multiple 

false activations particularly 
in windy conditions. If you 
are considering putting up 
flags and bunting on your 
site, perhaps as part of a 
promotion, please contact us 
and we can advise you on the 
best way forward.

Find out more:        w. gbsg.co.uk @GBSGLtd/ GBSGLtdt. 01775 821100 

Steps to minimise false alarms
CCTV camera activations can be caused by a range of different 
occurrences aside from intruders - for example by birds; insects on the 
camera lenses; heavy rainfall and several other environmental issues. 
We allow for a reasonable amount of these low level activations within 
your monitoring contract.
However, effective site maintenance and housekeeping are very 
important elements of maintaining effective security on site.

Site Maintenance
In addition to clean cameras, the site itself must be well maintained to 
ensure that intruders do not have sufficient cover to bypass the view of 
the cameras. 

 Grass must be kept short by mowing regularly, particularly during 
the summer months. 

 Hedges on site must be kept neat to minimise excess movement 
and any hedges, bushes or trees outside the perimeter must 
be kept from encroaching over the fence line as this can cause 
excessive activations, sometimes resulting in the need to isolate 
cameras until they are trimmed back. 

 Foliage encroaching onto the site can also provide intruders with 
cover that allows them to bypass the cameras. Also note that 
in some cases, IR lighting will be drawn to encroaching foliage, 
resulting in poor or no lighting in the area before the next camera, 
allowing intruders to make use of dark spots on site to gain access 
undetected.

 On solar farms, to ensure that the system is able to detect 
movement on both sides of the fence when sheep detection is 
present, grass and other foliage will need to be kept short both 
inside and outside the fence. 

 We ask all of our customers to practise good site housekeeping 
in order to minimise false activations and remove cover for 
potential intruders. As an exceptional measure, sites that are not 
properly maintained may have cameras disconnected until the 
site is brought back into a state that can be effectively monitored. 


